ULS CPU Memory - Platforms

Memory
The M-300 gets 4 Mb standard (upgradable to 32). The M-360, V-460 and X/X2-660 get 16 Mb standard (upgradable to 32)

In addition, Universal has the only driver with virtual memory -with automatic file compression making the files 4-48 times smaller and faster than uncompressed print files. Intelligent buffer with automatic data compression stores up to 99 files with all settings; files are addressable and repeatable in any order and may be deleted after completion; buffer can be switched to single file mode.

SIMMS
70ns, 30 pin simm, non-parity used on CPU. 4 Meg standard on C and M-300, 16 Meg on all others, 32 Meg max on all. Even though 4 slots, last 2 not recognized on some older systems.

To check, go to the laser display, and go to MEMORY CONTROL. 8 MB will show as 7.7 MB, as .3 MB is used for the laser firmware.
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